A Problem in Precision Cam Design By Joseph Blum
Thi s paper proposes an anal ytic meth od for determining t he profile of a cam required in a device t hat demands high precision. The method is applicable whenever t he equation for t h e profile can be obtained by making a less stringent ass ump tion, namely, t h at t he foll ower mak es contact at a fix ed p oin t of its extremity. The t ru e profil e can t h en be determined n umerically by co nsidering it as the envelope of a family of curves.
The design of an X-ray spectrograph often r equires th at a con stant rate of oscillation b e maintained in th e crystal holder. The crystal rotates through an angle {3 (the angle of travel), r everses its direction and th en proceeds with t he same angular velo city. This type of mo tion may be obtained from a cam rotating with constant angular velo city, w. An analytic m ethod for computing th e profile of t he cam is presented in thi s paper which extends, in a certain sense, the application of a paper written by J. B . Friauf ; 1 the notation therein will be preserved to a considerable extent.
In figure 1 , a, 0 r epresents the axis abou t which the cam rotates, A the axis about which th e crystal holder rotates, and B t he center of th e ball at t h e end of th e follower. The follower ACB makes contact with t h e cam and serves to rotate t he crystal holder. Th e distan ces AO and AB are equal ; denote t his common length by R. L et 1'1 and 1'2 be, respect ively, the least and greatest radii measured from o to t h e point B; let l' be the variabl e radius, OB corresponding to the angle (x, which l' makes with the least radius 1'1. between 1' \ and OA is given by wt. Let f} denote angle OAB and e/ > the angle AOE. U nless otherwise indicated, all angles are in radians.
From figure 1, a, it is clear that (1) from which it follows that the smallest angle f}\ occurs when 1'=1'1 and the largest angle f}2 when (2) and
It is also clear that {3 = f}2 -f}! . Differentiating eq 1 yield s ~.
da de/> ::;111ce a = wt -e/ > , ([i = w-([i' Substituting this into eq 4 yield
Again, since e/>=~(7r -f}), (el¢/dt = -%(df}/dt) , and substitu ting this into cq 5 results in
When a = O, 1' = 1'\; solving for 0\ results in 0\ = 2 sin -11' 1/2R = f}j. Equation 9 can be expressed in the form (10) The greatest radius, 1'2, occurs when a = 7r + {3/2, which may be vertified by substit uting into eq 10.
If the ball that makes contact with the cam were sufficiently small , then eq 10 would give one part of the cam's contour, and a similar equation would give the remaining part. Frequently, however, this condition is not met, and the m ethod given in the r eference in footnote 1 must be extended to secure a high level of precision. Consider then the family of circles of radius p , whose centers lie on the curve given by eq 10. The envelope of this family consists of two distinct curves; the one that lies nearer the center of curvature of eq 10 coincid es with the contour of the cam . This envelope can b e obtained by a numerical determination of the 0 -discriminant . 2 Let the c urve of eq 10 be given in Cartesian coordinates by
Let (x,y ) be an arbitrary point on this curve. The equa tion of th e circle with radius p and centel ' (x ,y ) is given by (12) Substituting y j(x ) into eq ]2 , there is obtained a one-parameter family of circle
The follower rotates tlwough th e angle {3 during the Differentiating eq 13 with respect to x yields same time interval that it takes the cam to rotate through 7r radians. Therefore, as the respective where {31 = 7r/{3 + %.
Substituting (8) The O-discriminant is obtained by solving eq 13 and 14 simultaneously for a discrete set of valu es of the parameter x. The method outlined below yi elds the numerical solution: 1. For a selected set of values a i; determine the values of l'i b y using eq 10. Denote these points b y P i. . 
